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Ray Fox winner of the World Cup of Handicapping and 5 time top ten finisher in national competition

details his personal methods for picking winning horses. Ray is a full time professional bettor of

horses having done so for over 50 years. He bred horses and raced them successfully in multiple

states. Ray knows the ins and outs of thoroughbred racing and if you adopt his concepts of

handicapping you will become the winner that he is.This book will help both the novice or the

seasoned handicapper do better when betting on horse racing. Most books written on thoroughbred

handicapping throws pages of numbers at the reader to decipher and interpret. Ray details his

handicapping concepts as opposed to number illustrations that are difficult to understand and can

also be misleading. Ray explains why analyzing numbers alone doesn't get the intended results that

concepts handicapping does. Also included in the book are proven examples of racing systems that

can be easily devised by all grades of handicappers.Ray Fox's passion encompasses all of

thoroughbred racing and has for over 50 years. So this book also offers an oversight of the racing

scenario in America today and the fixes it needs for survival.Ray Fox produces Fox Powers race

cards for all North American race tacks on a daily basis. Fox Powers are available on his website

www.turfrace.net where you can join free and without obligation. By joining you can stay abreast of

helpful blogs by Ray and also make yourself eligible for free days of Fox Powers.Fox Powers

software does all of the handicapping legwork for you by condensing thousands of past

performance numbers into single powerful numbers ready to bet with. In addition to a single rating

for each horse Fox Powers gives handicappers 16 categories with single numbers to do additional

analysis.I hope you decide to partner with a proven winner with a passion for what he does and that

you join over 600 other members of turfrace.net who are successful bettors in racing.
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At $1 it was easy to take a chance that there might be something I could use. I was wrong! Just the

same old re-hashed stuff mixed in with stories, opinions, and quite a bit of self-promotion. After

going quickly through the basic factors we end up with a points system. No mysteries will be solved

here. There are two chapters on betting, yet nowhere are the how's and why's (overlays &

underlays) or the importance of proper betting even discussed. Unbelievable! I guess I'm most

disappointed that I wasted my time reading it because in my opinion what little handicapping

information it contains is only a starting point for the absolute beginner.

Not well written. Advises players to avoid races with large fields and to stick only to sprints. So, I

guess the Ky. Derby is out. I gained zero insight or helpful angles. Website almost as lame, Not as

bad as some of the  horse racing books but still a waste of time.

The author is a handicapping champion. This publication is an introduction and guide to using his

handicapping and selection services. He advises using his information along with your own system.

Mostly information already known,but written in an easy to understand format.I am a professional

handicapperand it gave me a few new thoughts.

He is selling his website. Sorry I read this book. He does not explained class. I wanted to learn how

he won

Very knowledgeable handicapper. It is hard finding someone of his caliber that is willing to share his

knowledge with other handicappers. Offers many excellent insights on handicapping horses. I highly



recommend this book and his Fox sheets!

good info

Let Ray do the work, he's pretty good at it!
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